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Abstract—Reliable video delivery is one of the most important
requirements to satisfy end user needs. With the proliferation of
multimedia technologies there is a growing demand for video mul-
ticast, particularly in challenging wireless environments. Effective
video multicast services need to meet the conflicting goals of
assured data rate, scalability and reliability. The most used IEEE
standards do not ensure reliable multicast. The 802.11aa remains
the only standard that attempts to handle the unreliability issue
with multicasting. However, the block acknowledgement scheme
of the IEEE 802.11aa standard suffers from scalability issue.
This paper proposes a modified block acknowledgment scheme
for video multicast. Our scheme considers the impact of the loss
of different frames on video quality under Moving Picture Expert
Group 4 (MPEG-4) and H.264 video coding. Simulation results
indicate that proposed scheme performs well in terms of PSNR.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.11aa, MPEG-4, Multicast, PSNR,
Reliability, Scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicasting is the method used to deliver the same data
to multiple group members at once. The use of multicast
services in various applications over wireless local area net-
works (WLANs) include video streaming to group of students,
streaming of sport events in smart stadium, video gaming,
video on demand, and file sharing etc. [1]. Multicast of video
streaming services is both promising and growing technology
for multimedia services over WLANs [2].

Historically, throughput had been regarded as the primary
demand of multimedia applications. However, video streaming
has placed new demands upon the underlying WLANs. Video
quality relies on the reliable delivery of video traffic. There-
fore, video multicast frames need to be reliably delivered to all
stations in the multicast group. Legacy IEEE 802.11 standard
[4] supports only unreliable multicast service since it does
not support retransmission of lost packets. Under the IEEE
802.11e standard [4], differentiation and prioritization among
four different types of traffic classes is supported through
enhanced distributed coordination access (EDCA). However,
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even EDCA does not consider multicast transmission despite
support for multiple traffic classes since it does not pro-
vide multiple classes for video. IEEE 802.11aa standard [5]
extended the existing EDCA prioritized mechanism of the
IEEE 802.11e to provide differentiation among different video
flows. IEEE 802.11aa standard added two additional queues
within the existing EDCA access categories [5] to provide
prioritization for both audio and video streaming. The main
features of medium access control (MAC) under the IEEE
802.11aa standard are stream classification service (SCS) and
groupcast with retries (GCR). GCR Block Acknowledgement
(GCR-BA) is considered as an extension of the BA scheme
defined in IEEE 802.11v and IEEE 802.11n standards. In
this scheme, sender transmits a block ACK request (BAR)
packet to all multicast members. The receiver station sends
an ACK packet only when it is requested by a BAR packet.
Therefore, this mechanism offers better reliability than other
ACK policies. Fig. 1 shows an example scenario of the GCR-
BA operation.

Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA)-based scheme suffers from various kinds of
overheads at MAC and physical (PHY) layers hampering
the efficiency of schemes [6]. In the GCR-BA scheme, a
group of packets destined for the same receivers is allowed to
be transmitted to reducing per packet distributed inter-frame
space (DIFS) to a single DIFS without being acknowledged
(significantly decreasing the short inter-frame space (SIFS’s)).
After the transmission of a block, the sender initiates a
block BAR packet to confirm the number of packets that
were successfully received. Receivers then respond with a BA
packet. The efficiency of the BA scheme comes from the fact
that the overhead is greatly reduced, because DIFS and backoff
times only occur before the first packet of the block, and only
one ACK packet is used for all the packets in the block.

Many codecs, such as Moving Picture Expert Group 2
(MPEG-2), MPEG-4, and MPEG-4 advanced video coding
(AVC) do not provide equal frames even though some of them
are more significant than others. Therefore, this paper proposes
a modified GCR-BA scheme by considering the importance of



Fig. 1: Example Scenario of Block ACK Scheme.

different frames for multimedia traffic. The main contribution
of this paper is to overcome the scalability limitations of GCR-
BA scheme of IEEE 802.11aa standard. The reminder of the
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the related
work in detail. Section 3 presents the proposed protocol.
Section 4 discusses the performance evaluation, and finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Authors in [1] presented an analytical model for delay
estimation directed multicast service (DMS), GCR unsolicited
retry (GCR-UR) and GCR-BA of IEEE 802.11aa standard.
The delay of the Block ACK protocol is inversely proportional
to the transmission opportunity (TXOP) limit. In [7], authors
proposed a protocol which is capable of Block Negative Ac-
knowledgment (BNACK) in wireless networks based on IEEE
802.11. The proposed protocol addresses reliable multicast and
address retransmission of missing packets. The protocol is able
to outperform the ideas of IEEE 802.11v and IEEE 802.11aa.
The receiving nodes are assumed to be in the coverage are
of the sender nodes and that transmission takes place at a
specific rate with no collision. Using the BNACK policy,
packets are transmitted in blocks followed by a Block NAK
Request (BNR) and only member with lost packets provide the
feedback. In this way, if all packets are transmitted correctly no
BNAK is transmitted which saves the bandwidth. However, the
reliability of the proposed protocol depends on the reception
of BNR.

High bandwidth application like video streaming requires
high bandwidth and reliability. In 802.11p the link is de-
graded due to mobile and static link in vehicular network.
This paper [8] proposed hybrid architecture based on fourth
generation long term evolution (4G/LTE) and IEEE802.11p
to support vehicle to everything (V2X) video streaming. The
proposed protocol works on the principle of always best in best
possible way. In the proposed network architecture, vehicles
can communicate using ad hoc link or using cellular network
infrastructure such as 4G/LTE. The proposed protocol focusses
on packet loss rate and tries to keep it minimum which is not
addressed before. The results show feasibility of the proposed
approach and significant improvements on link reliability.

Ivanov et al. [9] studied the amendment provided in IEEE
802.11aa standard and provided an analytical model of GCR
retransmission method. Daldoul et al. [10] evaluated the
throughput and reliability of DMS, GCR-BA and GCR-UR
with different group sizes. They stem the analytical with
simulation results and conclude that GCR-UR is the most ap-
propriate scheme for bigger group sizes. However, DMS does

not scale very well. GCR-BACK is also not found suitable for
large number of receivers. For providing service differentiation
between real-time and non-real-time video queues Lai and
Liou [11] presented an efficient scheduler between the primary
and alternative queues of SCS in IEEE 802.11aa. Their pro-
posed scheme maintains priority and fairness between primary
and alternative queue of SCS.

The work in [12] proposed a quality of experience (QoE)
based link adaptation (QLA) mechanism for H.264 AVC
streaming through IEEE 802.11a/g LANs. QoE is becoming
very important in IEEE 802.11 LANs. It used the metrics such
as resolution buffering time and smoothness to assess the user
experience. The legacy IEEE 802.11a/g broadcast mechanism
lacks link adaptation and retransmission mechanisms. This
work also discussed a link adaption mechanism to optimize
video streaming for users QoE. Previous MAC layer link adap-
tation work didn’t optimize it for video transmission. On the
contrary, this work has focus on link adaption for H264/AVC
video streaming through IEEE 802.11. The proposed scheme
used regression method to define utility function. A higher
average playback video stream indicates a higher video stream
thus a user is more. The purpose of QLA is to select a set of
multiple coding schemes and retries limits which maximize the
utility. The legacy IEEE 802.11 lacks ACK for multicasting.
This work also proposed a scheme to use block ACK for
multicast to achieve reliability. QLA is evaluated for different
channel conditions. The results showed that utility of proposed
scheme is higher than other schemes.

III. PROPOSED GROUPCAST BLOCK
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SCHEME

With growing multimedia traffic video compression is of
utmost importance. MPEG4 and H.264 are among the most
popular standards for this purpose and include three types of
frames: intra-coded (I-frames), P-frames and B-frames [13].

Reconstruction of a video frames is exclusive to I-frames.
Since, I-frames are self-contained, they prevent inter-frame
error propagation. Being self-contained in nature, I-frames
result in best quality video, however, are not compression
friendly. I-frames are inevitable for interactive video playback
since a new Group of Pictures (GOP) cannot start without
these. A typical GOP order is IBBPBBPBBPBB . If an I-frame
is lost, all P- and B-frames up to the next I-frame are of no
use. Therefore, the reliability of the I-frame is very important.
The impact of loss of I-frame is presented in Fig. 2. In Fig.
2, frame index 287 (an I-frame) is not decoded since some
packets belonging to the I-frame are lost, so the following P-
and B-frames also show lower PSNR values. The same effect



Fig. 2: Impact of I-, P- and B-frames losses on PSNR.

can also be observed for frame index 305 (an I-frame) and
314 ( an I-frame) [14]. Fig. 2 also highlights the effect of the
loss of P- and B- frames on PSNR. Loss of a packet of P-
frame index 329 shows a lower PSNR value, however, there is
no propagating effect. On the other hand, with B-frame index
250, the PSNR value is acceptable.

Algorithm 1 Proposed GCR Block ACK Scheme

1: procedure
2: type ←getTypeof Frame();
3: Mm← getMulticastMembers();
4: loop
5: if (node==sender) then
6: transmitframe(Mm);
7: end if
8: if (type==I and (!Block ACKrecieved())) then
9: retransmit I-frame();

10: end if
11: if (node == reciever) then
12: if (type == I) then
13: transmit BlockACKRequest();
14: transmitBlock ACK();
15: end if
16: if (type==P or type == B) then
17: break;
18: end if
19: end if
20: end loop
21: end procedure

Fig. 3 highlights a system model. The system consists
of N nodes, including a multicast source and N-1 multicast
members. We assume that each node always has a packet

 
Fig. 3: Proposed System Model.

Algorithm 2 GCR Block ACK Scheme

1: procedure
2: type ←getTypeof Frame();
3: Mm← getMulticastMembers();
4: loop
5: if (node==sender) then
6: transmitframe(Mm);
7: end if
8: if (type==I or type==P or type== B and ( !Block-

ACKrecieved())) then
9: retransmit I-frame();

10: retransmit P-frame();
11: retransmit B-frame();
12: end if
13: if (node == reciever) then
14: if (type==I or type==P or type==B ) then
15: transmit BlockACKRequest();
16: transmitBlock ACK();
17: end if
18: end if
19: end loop
20: end procedure

available for transmission. Proposed GCR Block ACK and
GCR Block ACK algorithms are presented in algorithm1 and
algorithm 2, respectively. The proposed solution does not use
BA or BAR or any other control packets for both P and B-
frames. BA is transmitted by each receiver if they correctly
received the packet belonging to an I-frame. This reduction
in control overhead leads to increasing scalability of GCR-BA
protocol.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

A simulation study is performed to compare the perfor-
mance of reliable multicast schemes using NS-2 (Network
Simulator 2.35) [15], and Evalvid (a video evaluation frame-
work) [16]. Protocols evaluated include the proposed modified
GCR-BA scheme and a comparison is drawn with legacy



802.11 multicast, and GCR-BA. Peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) is calculated as a primary source of video quality
measurement on receivers.

Fig. 4: Average drop probability as a function of channel error
probability when the number of nodes is 20.

Fig. 5: Average PSNR as a function of the number of nodes
(channel error probability = 0.1).

Fig. 4 shows the packet drop probability with different
channel error probabilities when the number of nodes is 20.
It is clear that our proposed protocol is more effective when
there is a higher channel error probability. This is because
there are more retransmissions with a higher channel error
probability and the proposed method reduces the overhead of
retransmissions.

In Fig. 5, PSNR is plotted against the number of nodes
in multicast group. Average PNSR decreases with increasing
number of nodes for all the protocols evaluated. However, the
legacy 802.11 multicast suffers severe performance degrada-
tion due to lack of support for retransmissions. The proposed
protocol shows higher average PSNR compared GCR-BA
scheme due to its lower drop probability. However, it is evident
from Fig. 5 that the proposed scheme achieves lesser PSNR
with lesser number of nodes since P- and B-frames are not
retransmitted in our proposed protocol, causing higher drop
rate and hence effecting PSNR.

V. CONCLUSION

Reliable delivery of video multicast is important. There-
fore, the 802.11aa standard specifies a different scheme for
reliable multicast transmission. In this paper, we propose
a modified groupcast with retries block acknowledgement
(GCR-BA) scheme for multimedia applications to address the
scalability problem with the GCR-BA scheme. The proposed
protocol performs well than Legacy IEEE 802.11 and GCR-
BA schemes in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio when there
is large number of nodes, as compared to the GCR-BA scheme.
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